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NotHING
SACrED

Priest sex abuse allegations continue
unfolding in Memphis diocese

Story by BiLL DRies

E

ach year in June, alumni of Father Ryan High School
gather on the campus for a reunion weekend in Nashville.
Those who graduated 50 years ago from the institution
are given special attention. They are inducted into what
is called the Golden Grad Society.
It’s not uncommon for the Golden Grad group each year to include
a priest or two. It is, after all, a Catholic school.
Last year, 22 members of the class of 1957 were honored.
The Rev. Paul W. St. Charles was among the group of Golden Grads
who attended the banquet, a Mass, and who were handed a certificate
by Bishop David R. Choby, the leader of the Nashville Diocese and a 1965
Father Ryan graduate.
When St. Charles rolled his wheelchair onto the stage for the honor,
it was but the latest over his 41-year life as a priest. St. Charles won
wide acclaim in Memphis in the 1970s and 1980s as a leader of Catholic
youth groups.
Yet the event must have been awkward. Pictures of the gathering
posted on the Father Ryan alumni Web site show other alums talking
in groups at tables. St. Charles is pictured alone in the one snapshot of
him from the banquet.
The other priest in the class of 1957 is shown with four classmates in
a group. But there’s no snapshot of him and St. Charles together despite
their common calling. The Rev. Philip Breen is clearly identifiable as a
priest by his collar. St. Charles is not wearing a collar and his name tag
includes no reference to Reverend or Father.
Choby can be seen in another picture cheerfully handing St. Charles
his Golden Grad certificate. But Choby almost certainly knew what
many others probably knew: This was likely to be the last award St.
Charles ever got.
DAMNING ACTIONS
That same month, attorneys for the Catholic Diocese of Memphis
were busy on several legal fronts. They were negotiating settlements
with attorneys who had filed nearly a dozen lawsuits alleging five priests
had sexually abused teenagers in the Memphis parishes they were assigned to over three decades, starting in the 1970s.
None of the priests was named more often than St. Charles. By
late July, three civil lawsuits alleging abuse by St. Charles had been
settled.
But the next month, a fourth lawsuit was filed. It also was settled,
within three months. However, two more were filed just last month.
One of the two latest lawsuits described St. Charles as “a dangerous
sexual predator with a depraved sexual interest in young boys.”
Even before August 2005 when the first lawsuit naming him was
filed, Memphis Bishop J. Terry Steib had suspended St. Charles from
performing any priestly duties. A man had come to Memphis church
officials in 2002 saying St. Charles had sexually abused him when he was
a teenager in the 1970s. It would be another two years before a Diocesan
Review Board reported to Steib that it was “more likely than not” that
St. Charles had sexually abused the man some 30 years earlier.
Based on that report, Steib in December 2004 suspended St. Charles,

who had retired in 1986 for health reasons and returned to his native
Nashville.
Steib notified Vatican officials in Rome of the allegation and his
action. The suspension bans St. Charles from celebrating Mass or
performing any other holy sacraments. He cannot identify himself as
a priest in any way, including the way he dresses.
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ANOThER ERA
It has been more than 25 years since St. Charles had made the news
in the small Memphis Catholic community. Then, St. Charles was
praised for keeping teenagers interested in the church at a challenging
time for all denominations.
He came to Memphis in 1968, two years after his ordination in
Nashville at age 27. He began as a hospital chaplain living at St. John
and Sacred Heart Catholic churches. St. Charles became moderator of
the St. John parish CYO – Catholic Youth Organization.
Along with the ending and aftermath of the unpopular Vietnam
War, more experimentation with drugs and changing attitudes toward
sexuality, one of the biggest issues confronting parents was the large
number of kids running away from home.
The CYOs were a major institution in Catholic teenage social life
in the 1960s and ’70s in Memphis.
They included the occasional car wash, bake sale or national charity fundraiser, such as the Muscular Dystrophy Association Labor Day
telethon. Teenagers in a parish would meet at the church Saturday
nights, usually with one Saturday devoted to a social outing and the
next devoted to a business meeting.
A social outing might be a group of 20 kids going to a movie or
bowling or just out to get a pizza. There could be two or three adults
with the group or just St. Charles. In some cases, the older kids were
the chaperones.
Just the process of getting a group of more than a dozen teenagers
to a movie reflects the very different approach to adult liability and
supervision that was a part of the times. After assembling on the church
parking lot, the group would disperse into cars driven by the kids who
had them. If there weren’t enough cars to go around, the existing ones
would be packed.
BELMONT BUM
The Diocese of Memphis was founded in 1971, its territory covering
not only Memphis but all of West Tennessee. Prior to that, West Tennessee and Memphis had been part of the Diocese of Nashville.
Catholics are a minority in a city that is predominantly Baptist – be
it Southern Baptist Convention or National Baptist Convention. The
year the Memphis diocese was founded, you could have put all of the
Catholics in Memphis and the rest of West Tennessee up to the Tennessee River in Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium and still had seats left.
Memphis Bishop Carroll T. Dozier appointed St. Charles as the
very first diocesan youth director. St. Charles held the post for two
years before being assigned as associate pastor at Our Lady of Sorrows
parish in Frayser. His duties there included serving as moderator of
the parish CYO. At the time, the elementary parish school that went
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through the eighth grade was one of the largest Catholic schools in the city.
The CYO began thriving with St. Charles’ arrival.
One of the first CYO outings in the summer of 1973 was to see the movie
“Walking Tall” at the old Park Theater. No one thought much about the
movie being rated “R.”
St. Charles didn’t cater to teenagers or try to act like them. CYO members ran the meetings every other week to decide what to do and where to go
the following week. The strategy worked. New teenagers were showing up
on a weekly basis to join the CYO and many were going to Mass as well.
St. Charles and his CYO mounted one of the city’s first anti-abortion
protests, picketing The Peabody hotel in November 1972, two months before
the U.S. Supreme Court ruling legalizing abortion. The picket line was to
protest an episode of the CBS television show “Maude” in which Maude
considers having an abortion. WREG television, the CBS affiliate, had its
studios in The Peabody at the time.
St. Charles accompanied the OLS CYO to a citywide CYO convention
held at The Peabody in 1973 and a national CYO convention in Indianapolis.
Noticing that he was walking the “wrong way” down a one-way street near
the meeting hall, St. Charles walked the block backward as his young charges
quickly followed his lead.
He was seemingly the right combination of organizer and jokester who
asked at least once if the kids knew how to make holy water.
“Put some water in a pan and boil the hell out of it,” was the unexpected
punch line from the priest, who smoked and confessed to once playing a
mean saxophone.
He also told groups of schoolchildren that he had belonged to a Nashville street gang called the “Belmont Bums.” It was a relatively late embrace
of his Catholic faith, St. Charles said, that saved him from a life of crime.

MAY YOUR
CONTINUAL
PITY, O LORD,
CLEANSE AND
DEFEND YOUR
CHURCH;
AND, BECAUSE
WITHOUT YOU
SHE CANNOT
ENDURE IN
SAFETY, MAY
SHE EVER BE
GOVERNED BY
YOUR BOUNTY.
THROUGH OUR
LORD JESUS
CHRIST, YOUR
SON, WHO
LIVES AND
REIGNS WITH
YOU IN THE
UNITY OF THE
HOLY SPIRIT,
GOD, WORLD
WITHOUT END.
AMEN.

MANTLE OF ChARISMA
St. Charles is the most prominent and in some ways the most polarizing
figure in a child sexual abuse scandal that simmered for years before going
public in July 2004 with two civil lawsuits filed in Shelby County Circuit
Court against two other priests.
It continued this month with a sixth priest, the late Father Milton
Guthrie, who died in 2002.
Thirty-five years ago, St. Charles was so successful that he was drawing
teens from other faiths into the Catholic Youth Organization (CYO) he
headed at Our Lady of Sorrows. He even briefly considered changing the
name to Christian Youth Organization.
There were other teenagers, though, who as adults say they were
trying to get away from St. Charles.
One of them is Richard Ginther. Like most boys in
the parish, Ginther was an altar boy. Two to three boys
assisted priests in celebrating Mass every weekday
morning and several times on Sunday. There were also
funerals.
St. Charles, as associate pastor, worked with the
altar boys a lot. One day shortly after St. Charles arrived at OLS, Ginther, who was 15, and two older altar
boys were putting away their cassocks after Mass. The
other two boys took money from the Sunday collection.
Ginther claimed in his lawsuit that St. Charles found
out and decided to punish him.
“(Ginther), while not involved in the theft of the offering, was
told that he had to go to the (Frayser) drive-in theater as part of
his redemption for the theft,” the lawsuit reads.
The Frayser Drive In at the corner of Thomas Street and Stage
Road was less than two miles from the church. At the drive-in, Ginther
claimed St. Charles sexually assaulted him and also that St. Charles took
him there several more times, sexually assaulting him each time as well as
giving him whiskey.
Ginther was a skinny, quiet kid with wire-rim glasses and a blank expression on his face most of the time. He was part of the OLS CYO for a brief
time. Ginther moved from Memphis after the alleged abuse and in 2006
underwent drug and alcohol rehabilitation.
During counseling sessions that followed at a Veterans Administration
hospital, repressed memories of the alleged abuse surfaced, said Ginther’s
attorney, Scott Kramer of Borod & Kramer PC. Since the settlement last
November, Kramer has lost contact with him.
The church agreed to pay Ginther $25,000 to settle the legal claim. The
settlement did not include counseling.
The John Doe lawsuits naming St. Charles in September by attorneys
Gary K. Smith and Karen M. Campbell of Apperson, Crump & Maxwell PLC
also mention trips to the drive-in.
Both of the John Does were altar boys who helped celebrate Masses
with St. Charles at OLS.
One of the John Does was a year older than Ginther. The other John
Doe was an eighth-grader at Our Lady of Sorrows School.
The eighth-grader was one of two boys St. Charles invited to the drive-
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Court
Docket

Two September rulings by the Tennessee Court of
Appeals promise to affect other civil lawsuits alleging
child sexual abuse by priests.
In cases from Memphis and Nashville, the appeals
court ruled the claims of sexual abuse decades earlier
were made too late.
The court ruled Sept. 16 in the case of a man who
claimed that the Rev. Daniel DuPree sexually abused
him while the man was a Christian Brothers High
School student during the mid-1980s.
It reversed an April 2007 decision by Shelby
County Circuit Court Judge Robert Childers, who
denied a motion by the Memphis Catholic diocese
to dismiss the lawsuit filed in 2006. The church contended the statute of limitations had already passed
for a civil claim.
The man, who filed the John Doe lawsuit, did not
sue DuPree. He sued the Diocese of Memphis, claiming
local Catholic Church leaders knew DuPree was a danger to children and had sexually abused other children.
It’s a theory called “fraudulent concealment.”
The ruling last month prompted a vow to seek an
appeal to the Tennessee Supreme Court by attorney
Gary K. Smith, attorney for the plaintiff.
The clock on the statute of limitations began ticking (or “tolled” in legal terminology) when the man
turned 18 in February 1987 and ran out a year later,
according to last month’s ruling.
“Had the diocese been asked about Father DuPree’s prior offenses in 1987, we cannot know whether
the diocese would have been forthcoming in response
to such inquiries,” the opinion written by Appeals
Court Judge Holly Kirby of Memphis reads. “But the
tolling theories relied upon by Doe are only available to
a plaintiff who has exercised reasonable diligence.”
Smith questioned how much reasonable diligence
can be required of a teenage victim of sexual abuse.
“The Court of Appeals says the victim, in effect,
must assume the church is involved in these sex crimes
and then at age 18 ask the church if they are involved
in these sex crimes and then expect the church to be
truthful and admit its involvement,” Smith told The
Memphis News.
“The church was all about cover-up and protecting the pedophile priest. Under this ruling, they get
immunity for their misdeeds that have wrecked so
many lives.”
Two weeks after that ruling, the appeals court
made a similar ruling in a civil suit against the Diocese
of Nashville for alleged sexual abuse in the 1970s by
the Rev. Edward McKeown. The court held in that
ruling that the anonymous plaintiff should have filed
his complaint sooner than 2007. It cited publicity
from McKeown’s conviction on criminal charges for
child sexual abuse in 1999 and a landmark Tennessee
Supreme Court ruling in another civil abuse claim
involving McKeown in 2005.
The Appeals Court ruling, written by Judge Patricia J. Cottrell, said, “This opinion was also widely
publicized and would have alerted any reasonable
person as to his respective cause of action against
the diocese.”
The unanimous 2005 Tennessee Supreme Court
reversed lower court rulings dismissing the case. It
rejected the church’s defense that Diocesan officials
weren’t liable for an emotional distress claim because
they didn’t know the alleged victims and because the
diocesan officials never witnessed the abuse. Nashville church leaders were also ordered, in the ruling,
to provide more details in the civil suit about what
Diocesan officials knew of earlier allegations of abuse
by McKeown.

sent the John Doe plaintiff in
a lawsuit alleging child sexual
abuse in 1985 by the Rev. Daniel
DuPree. That claim was one of
two abuse cases on which the
Tennessee Court of Appeals
recently ruled.
Both cases are still pending
and Smith has been particularly
critical in case filings of what
he alleges is complicity by diocesan officials in knowing of
and covering up the abuse by
moving accused priests around
to escape responsibility.
Asked if there was a coverup in the case of St. Charles, Diocesan spokesman Father John
Geaney said, “The fact that
these occurred many, many,
many years ago is the first
thing that has to be taken into
account. That situation – that
occurred in the past. We’re not
talking about the past anymore.
We’re talking about what goes
on today and has gone on during Bishop Steib’s time here in
the diocese.”
Steib became Memphis’
bishop in 1993.

Father Paul W. St. Charles is presented a “Golden Grad” award in 2007
from Nashville Catholic Bishop David Choby. St. Charles was already
two years into his suspension from all priestly duties at the time.

to see the science fiction movie “Soylent Green,” according to the lawsuit. The boy’s parents were “hesitant to give
their permission because they thought the movie might be
inappropriate for their son.”
The movie’s plot is about an overpopulated world
in which a corporation solves the problem with a food
substitute that turns out to be human remains. One of the
characters is a priest named Father Paul.
The lawsuit contends that because St. Charles was a
priest, the parents’ concerns were eased.
St. Charles sat in the middle of the two boys in the front
seat of his car at the drive-in, according to the lawsuit.
“(He) covered their three laps with a blanket during the
movie,” the suit claims. “During the movie, (St. Charles)
took the hand of John Doe under the blanket and used it to
rub his (St. Charles’) penis until erect.”
After the incident, the lawsuit alleges St. Charles called
out the boy in a school Mass, “asking him a question in
front of the assembly in an effort, John Doe believed, to
intimidate John Doe from telling anyone about what happened.”
The boy continued to celebrate Mass with St. Charles
but “spent the rest of his eighth grade year avoiding Father
St. Charles.”
The older boy in the other pending John Doe lawsuit
had been grounded by his parents, but alleges that St.
Charles got the punishment lifted to go to the drive-in.
They both sat in the front seat with a blanket covering
their laps, according to the lawsuit. “(St. Charles) rubbed
Doe’s penis with his hand and then took Doe’s hand and
forced Doe to rub (St. Charles’) penis. Afterward, (St.
Charles) complained that the blanket was soiled.”
The sexual abuse continued at the drive-in for another
eight to nine months, the lawsuit claims. “Finally, when
Doe was able to reject (St. Charles’) advances, the priest
became mad.”
A lie by omission?
The two lawsuits do not claim repressed memories and
St. Charles is not a defendant. The lawsuits claim Steib and
the Memphis Diocese knew or should have known that St.
Charles would harm children.
Smith and Campbell are also the attorneys representing a man who filed a John Doe lawsuit in 2004 against
the church and the Rev. Juan Carlos Duran, alleging child
sexual abuse in 2000 when John Doe was a 14-year-old
parishioner at Church of the Ascension. They also repre-

Repressed memories
In 1974, St. Charles left
OLS and Memphis to become
pastor of the Church of the Immaculate Conception in Union
City, Tenn. It was his first assignment as an administrator
of a parish, and was a job he told the CYO members he had
sought.
After six years, he returned to Memphis to become the
third pastor of Church of the Ascension, a parish founded
in Raleigh in 1974 as Catholics joined the city’s population
shift to the east.
By the time he came to Ascension in 1980, St. Charles
had won the confidence of lots of parents. And the teenagers
he knew through the CYO were starting families. In several
cases, he married the couples and baptized their children.
His first year as pastor, St. Charles drew national attention. ABC televised a Mass at Ascension for Memphian
Donald Cooke, one of the American embassy employees
being held hostage in Iran.
Because of his work with teenagers, St. Charles was
also working with troubled teenagers referred to him by
Dogwood Village and similar social services agencies. Two
brothers who were among those referred, Gregory and
Henry Baker, filed lawsuits a year apart from each other
claiming repressed memories of sexual abuse by St. Charles
at Ascension parish. Their claims were among those settled
by church attorneys.
St. Charles has not been charged with any crime. Every
lawsuit accusing him alleges sexual abuse that happened
at least 25 years ago, raising questions about whether the
statute of limitations would allow for prosecution for any
of the acts.
Whether civil claims can be pursued is also a question
that is still being debated. The standard of proof in a civil
case is lower than in a criminal case. It is a preponderance
of the evidence instead of the criminal standard of beyond
a reasonable doubt.
Prayer and contemplation
Kramer’s client, Richard Ginther, claimed repressed
memories, a legal theory permitted in Tennessee court
cases, but not allowed in some other legal jurisdictions.
It is a controversial claim among attorneys and judges.
Kramer said Ginther’s case, if it had gone to trial, probably
would have resulted in a landmark ruling about its validity
in Tennessee.
“The issue of memory suppression would have gone
to the (Tennessee) Supreme Court. I think a strong case
can be made for tolling the statute because of the memory
suppression issues,” he said, referring to starting the statue
of limitations for pursuing the claim when the repressed
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DurAN

INPRoFILe
The Rev. Juan Carlos Duran came
to Memphis in the summer of 1999
as the first priest the diocese had
assigned specifically to minister to
the city’s burgeoning Hispanic community.
The parents of a 14-year-old boy
complained in 2000 that Duran had
sexually abused their son while they
were parishioners at Church of the Ascension in Raleigh. Duran admitted the
abuse and was sent by his Dominican
superiors to a facility in Maryland for
“treatment.” No one ever reported
the abuse to law enforcement authorities.
Four years later, when the teenager turned 18, he filed a John Doe
lawsuit. It alleges sexual abuse and
accuses the diocese as well as the
Dominicans of knowing Duran had
sexually abused others.
Duran is no longer a priest. He
is wanted on a warrant in St. Louis,
where he was a priest before coming
to Memphis, for sodomizing a boy
there.
Initially, Dominican and diocesan
officials said they acted immediately
to isolate Duran and provided counseling to the teenager. Diocesan officials
maintain they had no warning of Duran’s background and prolific record
of sexual abuse allegations before he
got to Memphis.
John Doe’s attorneys, Gary K.
Smith and Karen Campbell, have refused attempts by the church to move
the case to mediation. As a result, the
case has the most extensive public record so far of church officials explaining an accused priest’s background
and their decisions.
Duran was expelled from the
Franciscan order over allegations of
sexual abuse. Franciscan officials told
Dominican superiors of the expulsion, but Duran was able to become a
Dominican priest anyway years before
he was assigned to Memphis.

The religious order didn’t tell
Memphis Diocesan officials of the
allegations. It also never provided a
letter of good standing for Duran.
The Diocesan officials never pressed
for one. And they didn’t question
Duran’s resume, which listed nothing
prior to 1991.
Diocesan spokesman the Rev. John
Geaney, commenting on the general
policy and not on any pending lawsuit,
said Diocesan policy is now clear.
“We’re very clear and very forthright about having a specified policy
that says the superior of the community from which the priest is coming
or the diocese the priest is coming
from – those superiors must let us
know that the priest is a priest in good
standing,” Geaney said. “That’s the
only kind of priest that is accepted
here in the diocese.”
Even after Duran was removed
from Ascension, he sought another
assignment from the Dominicans.
The Rev. Alberto Rodriguez, Duran’s
superior in the order, testified in a
deposition that he wrote Pope John
Paul II.
“Father Juan Carlos sexually misbehaved with a minor while working
in the Diocese of Memphis,” the 2001
letter read. “No other bishop has been
willing to grant him faculties for the
ministry. Some other dioceses within
the territory of the (Southern Dominican) province (based in New Orleans)
have been contacted. All of them have
rejected my requests for faculties and
ministry.”
Rodriguez was questioned closely
in the deposition about whether the
letter amounted to an admission that
he and others moved Duran as part of
a cover-up.
Rodriguez said his statement
to the Pope was a lie to get Duran
removed.
His letter was written three years
before Friar Martin J. Gleeson, Rodriguez’ successor as prior provincial of
the Southern Dominican Province,
issued a press release saying, “No
reports or allegations of sexual abuse
or other improper behavior were
brought to our attention while Duran
was in St. Louis or prior to coming to
Memphis.”

otHeR ACCuSED PrIEStS
Richard Mickey

Joseph Nguyen (also known as Edward)

Mickey was the first Memphis priest to face a
civil lawsuit for alleged child sexual abuse. Blain and
Blair Chambers, twins, claimed repressed memories
of abuse by Mickey when they were students at
Bishop Byrne High School in the 1980s, where
Mickey was a counselor. Mickey was suspended
brieﬂy and returned as pastor of St. Mary Catholic
Church in Jackson, Tenn., with a Mass celebrated by
Memphis Bishop J. Terry Steib.
Depositions continued in the lawsuit, including
one from a man who kept a series of notes and
cards Mickey sent him while the man was a senior at
Memphis Catholic High School in the 1990s. Mickey
was a priest at the time.
The man claimed he and Mickey were “a couple”
and had even slept in the same bed. Shortly after the
deposition became public, Mickey announced a
leave of absence to prepare his defense. The diocese
later settled the lawsuit and Mickey has returned as
a priest, heading the archives division of the Diocese
of Memphis.

Nguyen’s role as a priest at three Memphis
parishes was to minister to the city’s Vietnamese
community. It was a prominent role given the
Memphis church’s resettlement programs in the
mid-1970s for Vietnamese nationals seeking refuge
after the fall of Saigon and South Vietnam.
Three Jane Doe lawsuits were filed against
the Catholic Diocese in 2006 accusing Nguyen of
sexually abusing three girls in the mid-1990s over
a period of four years. The abuse allegedly began
when the children were between ages 11 and 13.
The lawsuits also claimed church officials
knew or should have known of Nguyen’s “history
and propensity for committing sexual abuse upon
minors.”
The diocese settled the lawsuits in the summer
of 2007 with an offer of counseling and awards
of more than $100,000 for each of the plaintiffs.
Nguyen is suspended from all priestly duties, is
monitored by diocesan officials and has no contact
with children.
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memories surface, even if that is decades
later. “But to resolve a case in three months
is really about as short as you can hope for.
Discussing that with my client, five years is a
long time and it easily could have taken more
than that. There’s the uncertainty of what’s
going to happen at the end of that.”
St. Charles remains under the supervision of the Memphis Diocese even though
he hasn’t lived in Memphis or West Tennessee since the mid-1980s. The suspension of
priestly privileges issued by Steib applies to
Nashville as well.
Geaney described St. Charles’ status as
“spending the rest of his life in prayer and
penance.”
“That is what the Holy Father recommended to him and that is what he will do,”
Geaney said, referring to written instructions from the Vatican.
St. Charles couldn’t be reached for
comment by The Memphis News. But when
the latest lawsuits were filed last month, he
sounded anything but pentitent. He told
The Commercial Appeal that he had done
nothing wrong.
Some people who knew St. Charles during the 1970s in Memphis expressed disbelief
and even doubt about the cause for his suspension. As the lawsuits continued to be filed
and the first claims were settled last year,
some of those same supporters became less
vocal, insisting their own encounters with
him did not include anything even hinting
at the sexual abuse alleged.
Kramer said the Memphis Diocese
acknowledged responsibility for what St.
Charles allegedly did to Ginther even if St.
Charles apparently still hasn’t.
“They were very responsive and they
did address the issues directly and accepted
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some responsibility,” he said.
St. Charles also has become something
of a cautionary tale and test of a new stricter
policy.
He is closely monitored in Nashville
under a new policy that Geaney said also applies to other priests “like Father St. Charles
who are now to be monitored and monitored
quite closely.”
The monitoring is carried out by the
Memphis Diocesan director of the office
of professional development, Dr. James
Latta.
In Nashville, there was a fundraiser for
St. Charles in the wake of the first allegations of child sexual abuse against him in
Memphis. It drew criticism from members of
the group SNAP (Survivors Network of those
Abused by Priests), a national group with a
chapter in Memphis. So did the presence of
St. Charles at the Golden Grad ceremony last
year at Father Ryan High School.
Rick Musacchio, communications director for the Nashville Catholic Diocese,
downplayed Choby’s presentation to St.
Charles.
“You need to understand. He was not
presented with an award there,” Musacchio
said. “Every member of that class who was
there received the same plaque. It just simply commemorated the 50th anniversary
of their graduation from that high school.
But it’s very wrong to characterize that as
an award.” n
Bill Dries was a member of the Our Lady of
Sorrows CYO and a parishioner at OLS during
the years Paul St. Charles was moderator of the
CYO group and associate pastor. Dries was not
abused in any way and is not a party in any of
the lawsuits that have been ﬁled.
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OPINION

Breach of Trust Worst Byproduct
Of Priest Abuse Allegations
The good news is the Catholic Diocese
of Memphis has rules and procedures for
dealing with allegations of child sexual abuse
by priests. The bad news is the rules came
too late for at least a dozen people who have
claimed in civil lawsuits that priests abused
them at Memphis parishes.
Only in the past three years did the diocese reluctantly agree to report allegations
of abuse to legal authorities for criminal
investigation. The 2005 agreement came
after a quarrel by Memphis church leaders
and District Attorney General Bill Gibbons
over whether the diocese was required to report allegations of abuse involving children
older than 13.
The church and its attorneys claimed
it didn’t have to. The diocese and Gibbons’
office still disagree on that legal point, but
the diocese agreed to report the allegations
– past, present and future – nonetheless.
That’s a good foundation. But it is troubling that church leaders took so long to put
that and other safeguards in place. And all of
the safeguards are only as good as the willing-

ness of those in charge to enforce them.
Most of the allegations deal with alleged
abuse that happened 25-30 years ago. Those
allegations are difficult, if not impossible,
to prosecute in a criminal court. They are
marginally less difficult to assert in a civil
lawsuit claiming either repressed memories
or fraudulent concealment.
On one hand, such an allegation should
have to adhere to high standards. In some
ways, a charge of child sexual abuse is just as
bad as a murder charge. Two recent Tennessee Appeals Court rulings, including one in
the lawsuit naming the Rev. Daniel DuPree
of Memphis, have set the stage for a second
Tennessee Supreme Court ruling on such
cases that could further clarify the standards
for making such an allegation.
On the other hand, it is hard to believe
that the sexual abuse cases we see today just
came into being without being a problem all
those years ago as well. It happened then.
The difference is that we as a society
didn’t talk about it then. It was a secret victims felt they had to hold onto or block out.

Abuse by Clergy Never Goes Away
David Brown is director of SNAP of Tennessee (Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests).
By David Brown
In 1961 I was entrusted with
a sacred secret. It was a secret I
neither wanted nor deserved – yet
there it was.
What was I to do with it? Who
in the world would believe me if I
spoke about my secret and how I
obtained it?
I feared no one would believe
me, so I did what so many other
holders of the sacred secret did. I tucked it
away until I felt I could share it.
Sadly, so many holders of that sacred
secret have taken it to their graves, never
saying one word about how they obtained
theirs.
When did I finally share the sacred
secret? 1996! It took me more than 35 years
to have the courage to share it. And it was
not until 2005 that I revealed the whole
wretched story.
My sacred secret was created in 1961
when my mentor, one of the priests I looked
up to, took my innocence in the worst of
ways. He forced me to commit perverted
sexual acts.
He took my trust and transparency and
used them for his benefit. That is how pedophile ministers work. They groom their
young victims. They are not in a rush. Time
is on their side.
Why, the perpetrators are not the
monsters or evil people that our parents
and teachers have warned us to stay away

from – besides, where can you
be safer than to be under the
protection of your minister?
I often tell people that in
1961 I became a victim, in 1996
I became a survivor, and in 2005
I became an advocate.
Please don’t pity me. I don’t
need it, but I do need your
prayers.
I work with so many victims who have
been abused by a trusted clergy member
and have lost their faith. Don’t pity those
victims; lift them up in prayer.
Why does this road to recovery have to
be so hard? Way too many religious leaders
and administrators are not willing to admit
one of their own could do something as evil
as sexually abuse a minor.
They are slow to respond. They use
phrases such as “under the blood,” “These
are uncharted waters,” or “I have never encountered something like this before.”
Well-meaning faithful are to blame,
too, when they fail to report suspected
abuse. They err on the side of the pedophile
instead of helping the victim.
That is wrong.
I just completed a video project with
Andrea Conte, the wife of Gov. Phil Bredsen. It is titled “Sacred Secret.” Watch it.
It truly is a must-see for the faith community. I should know. n

Take your pick depending on your feelings about the validity of repressed memories as a basis for a lawsuit.
The abuse allegations against the Rev.
Juan Carlos Duran were made in 2000 when
a 14-year-old parishioner at Church of the
Ascension in Raleigh complained and his
parents went to church leaders. Why weren’t
authorities called then?
Instead, the diocese provided counseling
for the victim, and it immediately removed
Duran from any duties in Memphis. No report outside the church was made, so there
was never a chance that Duran would face
criminal charges for a life he altered in ways
most of us cannot begin to fathom.
The Dominican priest was sent by his
order to an out of state institution for “treatment.” Duran emerged uncured and seeking
a new assignment. Duran’s prior provincial
then sent a letter to the church’s leader, nowdeceased Pope John Paul II, saying he had
tried to find other assignments for Duran but
couldn’t find other parishes willing to take
him. Three years later, Dominican superiors,

indignant over a lawsuit and media coverage, claimed they knew nothing of Duran’s
alarming past.
That past included being expelled from
the Franciscan order before becoming a Dominican despite a warning from a Franciscan
superior, no letter of good standing required
by the Diocese of Memphis and a resume that
listed nothing prior to 1991.
This does not inspire confidence that
new safeguards will be any more effective
than the old ones.
It’s been four years since a diocesan review board concluded that it was “more likely
than not” that the Rev. Paul W. St. Charles
abused a teenager in the 1970s – two years
after the boy took his allegation to church
officials. Given the church’s reluctance to
publicly acknowledge problems with Duran,
the proof offered the board about St. Charles
must have been powerful to result in such a
conclusion.
We’ll probably never know unless the
church decides to take the next step and
make a full disclosure. n

Victims Must Confront Obstacles
Shirley McGowan is a licensed professional counselor and is
program coordinator for the Older Adult Program at the Comprehensive Counseling Network. She has worked in the field since
1976. She also serves as educational chair of the Memphis Suicide
Prevention Network.
By Shirley McGowan
The difficulty of victims speaking up involves a combination of
factors including denial, blame and
shame. Even in our enlightened
society, there is still an underlying
disbelief or denial that abuse could
actually happen to me or mine.
Abuse is a complicated process
of brainwashing and emotional assault that creates fear in the victim
that he or she is responsible. This results in
denial that the abuse has happened.
In many cases, the victimizer uses lines
stating that abuse is love or that such treatment is deserved and normal. It’s hard to
argue against a person in a position of power
telling you something is “for your own good.”
The controller manipulates the victim physically, emotionally, spiritually and mentally.
Denial further complicates the situation
when the victim speaks up and the listener
discounts the veracity of the claim, just as the
abuser predicted would happen. This denial
leads to a sense of abandonment, helplessness and powerlessness that exacerbates the
fragile emotions and feelings of victims.
Within the community, people do not
want to believe their clergy member, principal, teacher, coach, doctor, dentist, father,
mother or other authority figure is capable

of such abusive acts. Abusers
actually blame their victims for
the abusive behavior to which
they are subjected. When this
is brought into the open, the
family and community also
may blame the victim. This
displacement of responsibility
is another wall the victim must
surmount to say, “Someone did
something bad to me and I am not at fault!”
It can take years or even a lifetime for a
victim to be able to stand up to an abuser and
to nonsupportive family, friends and authority figures and claim his or her rights.
Given the role the clergy plays as prospective liaisons on behalf of God, victims may
also believe God has allowed the abuse or has
empowered the abuser to show God’s “love”
through the abuse.
Victims of abuse carry the shame, humiliation, guilt and anger of assuming responsibility for the actions of another person, beyond
their control. Part of the recovery process is
realizing that control resides with the victim.
The victim must eschew the abuser’s ravaging
behavior that assaults the mind, body and soul
before he or she can move into a process of
healing the wounds that replace innocence
stolen. n

